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Abs t rac t  Today, sensor networks are on the way from simulation and short term 
measurements in the laboratory to real long term applications where devices oper- 
ate for several weeks without administration. In this paper we describe the design, 
development and evaluation of a suitable application for further measurements of 
sensor network protocols and applications where users can benefit from the services 
of this network in daily life. Energy efficiency, reliability and adaptability are key 
features to fulfill the requirements of the users. We decide to develop a monitoring 
system for potted flowers at our institute and support the users with automatically 
generated decisions for watering the flowers. We perform long term measurements 
and evaluate the whole system including the benefit that the users experience. In this 
paper we present first results and the long term evaluation of the system. 

1 Introduction 

Simulations were standard in the Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) and sensor 
networks research community in the past for years. First experimental results show 
that simulation models for sensor networks are far from being realistic and protocols 
developed in simulations might fail in real world environments. 

Reference implementation of protocols and their evaluation in MANET or sensor 
network testbeds help to improve the confidence in protocols. The research focus of 
these testbeds is evaluation of protocol and variants which does not require long 
term measurements in many cases. In these field experiments data and information 
transferred as well as user interaction were only of secondary interest. 
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Before sensor networks can be deployed in real world application new challenges 
need to be solved. A very practical issue is the required interaction with individuals. 
Systems under test need to offer a real user benefit, so that users ideally voluntarily 
utilize these systems regularly. 

In this paper, we introduce FlowerNet as a suitable application to conduct pro- 
tocol evaluations as well as user acceptance surveys in a simple setup. FlowerNet 
allows long term evaluation with a multi hop radio network and is based on the ESB 
sensor network platform ([ 1 ]) that provides a convenient programming environment, 
a simple radio interface and an extension connector for additional sensors. 

The user acceptance for sensor network applications poses important challenges 
for such a system. Acceptance depends on the reliability and correctness of the sys- 
tem as well as the service and the way the service is offered. Systems like FlowerNet 
should provide the user with recommendations and detect faults and recover from 
them silently instead of dominating the user with instructions that might be even 
wrong. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section introduces related 
work. Section 3 lists all the user requirements and some prerequisites and constraints 
given by the hardware. In the next sections we will discuss design decisions where 
we focus on the adaptability of the application. We will finish the paper with a first 
evaluation of the system and an outlook for the future work. 

2 R e l a t e d  W o r k  

Environmental monitoring and in-situ habitat monitoring are two main applications 
of Wireless Sensor Networks. 

Possible applications besides monitoring of plants in private environment are 
the improvement of agricultural production, monitoring of animal populations or 
climate data acquisition. 

A project also addressing monitoring of plants is the Botanicalls project ([2]) 
based on ZigBee. A main feature of this application is the creation of a new com- 
munication channel between a plant and its owner using Voice over IE The user can 
call plants to get information about their condition and the plants call the user to ask 
for water. 

On Great Duck Island a population of Ceach's Storm Petrell is monitored by a 
WSN consisting of Mica Nodes ([3],[4]). 

A research group at Agrosphere Institute, Forschungszentrum Juelich, is working 
on a project called SoilNet ([5]), in which a WSN based on the ZigBee Standard 
acquires soil moisture data in areas of 100's of meters. 

The Computational Modeling Laboratory of the National Agricultural Research 
Center in Japan developed a system which acquires data of different environmental 
parameters in paddy fields and tries to improve the crops ([6]). 

Within the MarathonNet project a monitoring system for runners in a running 
event presents various data of the participants to the interested audience, even in 
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the Internet ([7],[8],[9]). Besides the implementation and evaluation of the system 
the application puts the main focus on usability and the special requirements of the 
devices in a sports event. 

Practical approaches to animal tracking have been developed in the ZebraNet- 
project ([ 10]) and in the Electronic Shepherd-project ([ 11]). 

In the Heathland experiment network characteristics have been evaluated in prac- 
tical application ([12]) to collect experimental results about connectivity and data 
loss rates. 

These examples of related work mainly focus on the network properties and the 
data collection itself. The collected data is provided to research people so that user 
friendliness in the first place is not that important. Researchers for soil measure- 
ments are interested in fine granular, long term raw data for a certain region. How- 
ever, FlowerNet focuses on getting experience and results in the acceptance of the 
use of WSN technology in everyday life and not on the new network protocols as 
many other related work. Users of FlowerNet expect valuable information instead 
of raw data, which calls for a different focus of the project. The user expects the 
sensors to be self-adaptive and self-learning, so that they support the watering of 
cactuses in sandy soil as well as roses in humus. We will discuss the requirements 
of the users for a support system for flower care in the next sections. 

3 Requirements 

FlowerNet as a typical wireless application requires flexibility, fault tolerance, us- 
ability, reliability and a long life time. 

As the user will not be interested in the technical aspects of the application, the 
presentation of data and the notification of the events has to be user friendly and ap- 
pealing. Although routing is not the focus of this work the routing algorithm needs 
to support moving of flowers without user interaction to the system. When events 
of interest occur, the system sends an email to the user. The user can monitor his 
flowers by visiting a website which presents the acquired data graphically. Config- 
uration and deployment of the network must be easy and intuitive. Thus, another 
aspect to achieve user friendliness is the adaptability of the event detection mech- 
anism. Thereby the system adapts to the watering behavior of the user and special 
knowledge of the characteristics of the plants is not required for using FlowerNet. 

Besides the technical requirements, the enclosure of the nodes should not affect 
the decorative function of the flowers and should be nearly invisible. The risk of 
damaging the roots of the flowers by inserting the measurement contacts into the 
soil should be minimal. There is a need for mechanisms to filter double events or 
wrong notification by incorrectly detected events. The nodes have to be protected by 
a housing from water and physical damage but still allow for easy battery change. 
An e-mail sent to the user in order to replace batteries is also a must in the system. 
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Fig. 1 FlowerNet Components 

4 Network Design 

This section describes the most important network design decisions that were made 
to fulfill requirements of FlowerNet. 

The FlowerNet -application consists of several components (Figure 1). Data is 
collected in FlowerNet and routed to the gateway node, which propagates data to 
a software gateway. This software gateway also acts as a time server for the syn- 
chronization. The SpyglassServer ([13]) processes the data and creates the graphi- 
cal output, an XML/XSLT file with the actual state of the plants. Additionally, log 
files are written, containing the acquired data since system start. Also, it sends the 
notification emails to the users. 

For an easy configuration of the application, the tool FlowerNetPositioner has 
been developed. This tool enables easy configuration of positions of the flowers and 
create the graphical representation of the building map to achieve a nice graphical 
presentation of the collected data to the user. Furthermore, it allows the administra- 
tive users to enter email addresses of users in charge of each flower for the system 
notifications that are sent. The user receives e-mails in case of low battery to change 
the batteries and if the gateway node detects that nodes do not send packets for a 
long time period. This allows the user to react to error situations. 

To assure a long life time, the system operates very energy efficient and nodes 
avoid collisions on the medium. The used routing protocol assures flexibility of 
positioning the nodes and achieve reliability of data transmission (Subsection 4.2). 
Figure 1 depicts the important components as described so far. 
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This section presents the MAC layer of F l o w e r N e t ,  which is determined as a sched- 
ule based time division multiplexing (STDM) with fixed intervals in which the radio 
transceivers are set into sleep mode to reduce energy consumption. As the number 
of nodes is known in advance and there are no real-time requirements, this simple 
solution fits well to the application. 

For STDM, suitable time synchronization between the nodes is mandatory. F l o w -  

e r N e t  synchronizes periodically. Each synchronization event is initiated by the gate- 
way node which receives the actual time from the Software-Gateway. Each node 
has an interval of ONPERIOD seconds in which the transceiver is active as shown 
in Figure 2. This interval is called sending period. Afterwards the radio interface is 
switched off for OFFPERIOD seconds. During the sending period, all nodes have to 
be active too, as data forwarding to the gateway node is performed in a single send- 
ing interval. The duty cycle can be reduced by adapting the parameters ONPERIOD 
and OFFPERIOD. During the sending period, the node has a power consumption 
of 7.15mA. When the receiver is turned off, the power consumption reduces to 1.5 
mA. So, the theoretical life time of a node using batteries with an energy of Ebattery 

in mAh is calculated by formula (1). 

Ebattery (1) 
ONPEmOD X 7 . 1 5 m A h  + (1 - ONPEmOD 

OFFPERIOD OFFPERIOD J • 1 . 5 m A h  

In our tests, we used 2000mAh batteries and set ONPERIOD to 6 and OFFPE- 
RIOD to 66, which results in a theoretical lifetime of 41.4 days. Although we know 
that this approach does not scale for large sensor networks, in F l o w e r N e t  with about 
tens of nodes it is appropriate. 

~ndir~ period ~endJng p~riod ~ending p~d~,d ~endinQ p~riod 
node ~{ r~od~ 2 nod~ N nod~ 

ONPIERIOD OFFPERIO[I 

t ~endlng round 

Fig. 2 Time Division Multiplexing scheme 
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There are several situations in which nodes need to connect to the network. In 
this case, nodes are not synchronized with the network yet. After the system start, 
a node stays active and periodically sends SIGN-Requests which indicate that this 
node is not synchronized yet. When the node receives network synchronization re- 
sponse messages it sets its own time and multiplexing information accordingly. This 
approach offers flexibility in deployment of the nodes, as there is no need to deploy 
any node at any special point of time. 

~2 Rou~ng 

As robustness of the system is a key requirement, we decided to use a routing proto- 
col based on link qualities in the local neighborhood of the nodes as routing metric. 

A suitable link metric has been presented in [14] and is implemented in Flow- 
erNet. When a node receives a packet, it calculates a link quality for the link from 
the neighboring node and itself. This quality metric is calculated from sequence 
numbers in the data packets. After each interval of 32 packets sent by a neighbor 
the packet delivery rate is calculated and defines the downstream link quality. For 
further details we refer to [14]. 

The routing is organized in rounds triggered by the gateway node as a central 
component. It initiates a new routing round periodically, where nodes build a span- 
ning tree on top of the existing meshed network graph. For this purpose, the gateway 
node broadcasts a routing update packet that is forwarded within the network These 
routing update packets contain the actual parent node and the sum of the link qual- 
ity on the optimal path to the gateway node. When a node receives a routing update 
packet, it compares its actual quality of the routing path with the sum of the re- 
ceived path quality plus the quality of the link to the sending neighbor. If the new 
offered path has better quality the receiving node updates its routing information 
and broadcasts this new path to the other nodes in a new routing update packet. 

5 Adaptive Dryness Measurement 

One of the main requirements of the application is the adaptability of FlowerNet to 
specific characteristics of a plant. To achive this goal, nodes monitor data and learn 
about dryness thresholds in a learning phase at the start of the application and adapt 
these thresholds during operation. 

The implementation of the event detection was based on certain assumptions. The 
dryness of ground increase with time and a watering will have a sudden measurable 
effect on the dryness of the soil. 

There are several uncertainties that affect the measurement. For instance, the 
electric conductivity of different soil types can vary and different plants need dif- 
ferent humidity levels in the soil which requires adaptability of the system. The 
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Fig. 3 Enclosure of the nodes 

measured value depends on the insertion position of the contacts. So, the system 
will experience sudden changes in the measured values if the user repositions the 
plant. After the node has collected steady data again it gets back into a stable mode. 

To measure the dryness we charge a capacitor through the soil with a current of 
lmA. The soil acts a resistor in that case. The raw value is the time in milliseconds 
until the capacitor reaches a threshold voltage. The lower the resistance of the soil, 
the lower is this measured time, so we measure the dryness of the soil. 

Measurements are repeated ten times and averaged to reduce the influence of 
variations due to measurement errors. This averaged value is called a dryness mea- 
surement (dryness) in the following. 

Nodes detect on their own several events: 

�9 The flower has been watered. 
�9 The flower has to be watered because the soil is dry. 
�9 The flower has to be watered because it's time. 
�9 The flower has been watered, but the system did not detect a necessity for it. 
�9 An error has been detected, no valid measurements possible at the moment. 
�9 Node left error state, node collects valid dryness data again. 

After a measurement has been executed, the node forecasts the next dryness value 
by using the delta between two measurements (dtff). Diff is adapted by using expo- 
nential smoothing first order: 

di f fn+ l = (1 - ~dif f ) )< di f fn + O~diff >( new_di f f (2) 

The parameter O~diff E [0.. 1] controls the filtering. The forecast dryness value is then 
dryness forecast = drynessn + di f fn. 

If new dryness value differs from this forecast value more than a threshold, a 
watering event or an error is detected, depending on the new value. If the actually 
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measured value is smaller, the dryness level of the soil has decreased, thus, if (3) 
evaluates to true, the system detects a watering event: 

drynessn+l <~ DRY_FRAC • dryness forecast, DRY_FRAC C [0.. 1] (3) 

On the other side, if actual measurement value is larger, the dryness level of the 
soil has suddenly increased, possibly by changing the position of the two contacts, 
thus, if (4) evaluates to true, the node enters an error state: 

drynessn+l >~ ERROR_FRAC x drynessforecast, ERROR_FRAC > 1 (4) 

When the situation stabilizes again, node returns to normal mode again. 
There are two thresholds which can be reached to indicate that a watering of the 

flower is necessary. The robustness and adaptability of the measurement is achieved 
by learning the initial thresholds during operation in a monitoring mode. The dry- 
ness threshold is set to the measured value immediately at the point of time of wa- 
tering. The time threshold is initialized to the time interval between the first two 
watering events. 

After a detected watering, the dryness threshold and the time threshold are 
adapted according to the following formula. 

t hresholdn+ l = (1 - OCthreshold ) X t hresholdn + ( [3(threshold ) X drynessn (5) 

timeThresholdn+l = (1 - O~time ) • timeThresholdn + O~time x timen (6) 

The parameters ~hreshola C [0..1] and O~time C [ 0 . . l ]  describe how strong the new 
threshold is adapted. 

The dryness threshold is the marker at which the plant should be watered when 
dryness level of the soil rises. If (7) evaluates to true, the user is notified that the 
flower has to be watered because the soil is dry. 

drynessn+l >1 THRESHOLD FRAC x thresholdn, THRESHOLDFRAC C [0..1] 
(7) 

THRESHOLD_FRAC is the fraction of the dryness threshold that the measured 
dryness value has to exceed for notifying the user to water the plant. 

Because of errors that lead to an irregular decrease in the dryness level of the soil 
we add another condition (8) to notify the user. This condition is true when a period 
of time has elapsed since the last watering. Then the user is notified that it is time to 
water the plant again. 

timeactual >1 (timeThresholdn + (TIME_INTERVAL x 3600)) (8) 

A delay for the notification can be set by TIME_INTERVAL. There are several 
parameters to configure the event detection and the adaptation of the thresholds that 
have to be set in a proper way to achieve a coorect behavior of the system. 
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Fig. 4 Test run number 1 ; node with id 3 

6 Evaluation 

As described so far the design and implementation focus on robust and simple solu- 
tions. In this section we will present first evaluation results. Therefore, we started 2 
test runs for approximately 2 weeks, where we apply the above described algorithm 
and analyzed the gathered data from the server across the network. The network 
runs stable for a period of 2 weeks time until nodes run out of battery power. 

The diagrams Figure 4(a) and Figure 5(a) illustrate the measured dryness values 
and the dryness thresholds. The diagrams Figure 4(b) and Figure 5(b) show the time 
since the last watering and the time threshold after the second watering. Additionally 
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the diagrams display the events detected by the system. A watering of  the flowers 
results in one of  the three events: 

�9 The flower is watered for the first time, then the node detects a first watering 
event. 

�9 The flower is watered after it sent a notification for need of  water to the user, then 
the system detects an asked watering event. 

�9 The flower is watered, but sent no notification to the user, then the system detects 
an unasked watering event, 

Events that trigger a notification are dry alerts which are detected if  dryness values 
have reached the dryness threshold and time alerts i f  the time since last watering has 
exceeded the time threshold. 
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As can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5 in the first days, the system just monitors 
and collects dryness values. The measured value increases slowly due to loss of 
humidity until the plant is watered for the first time by the user. Then the sensor 
node sets a first threshold for a dry alert to inform the user when this state is reached 
again in the future. A dry alert can be seen in Figure 5 at day 07/31. The time 
threshold is learned after the second watering, as can be seen in Figure 4(b) and 
Figure 5(b). The user is informed to water his flower because of a time alert in 
Figure 4(b) at day 07/22. This is reasonable because the measured dryness values 
after the second watering differ a lot from the measured dryness values before the 
first and after the first watering (Figure 4(a)) and the dryness threshold might be 
reached lately in the future. Furthermore, the sensor nodes detect also extra watering 
and adapt the threshold to a new value as can be seen in Figure 4 at day 07/19. 
The different characteristics of the soils in Figure 4(a) and Figure 5(a) result in 
completely different ranges of the dryness values and show the necessity of a self- 
learning event detection mechanism. 

For the proof of reliability we created the following test cases: 

�9 Switch off sensor nodes simulates device failures 
�9 Move plant with sensor node out of range simulates transient network failures 
�9 Pull sensor nodes out of the pot to produce dryness measurement errors 
�9 Run until end of battery to test battery replacement messages 

FlowerNet had passed all test cases as nodes created error messages accordingly 
that were sent as e-mails to the user and successfully recovered from the errors 
again. 

The test users respond in a positive way to e-mails about detected watering events 
as a helpful feedback for the correct operation of the system. As the user has to 
perform regular watering first so that the system can learn the threshold values, the 
system is not able to give reasonable decision support for users who just water their 
plants in a random fashion. The system was also confused be the effect that users 
water their plants before some days of vacation as FlowerNet is not aware of the 
days of a week. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper we described a robust implementation of a sensor network where users 
communicate interactively with the system. Sensors detect watering and anomalies, 
set thresholds themselves and forward this data backwards along a spanning tree 
to a central server where e-mails are generated to remind users to water the plants. 
The system adapts to new situations where for example the sensor is moved or the 
user decides to change the watering behavior of the plant. The measurement is very 
accurate, so that even the daily (temperature) cycles are visible in the dryness mea- 
surements. For the future we work on the improvement of the lifetime of the system, 
so that the system is not discontinued every two weeks. This is even more important 
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as users do not water a plant in very regular fashion. The use of replacement batter- 
ies could rise the lifetime up to six weeks and makes longer studies possible. There 
are certain situations like weekends or vacations where users change the watering 
behavior unpredictable such as increase the amount of water or water the plant too 
early in time. This shows that sensor networks need to take into account the needs 
of the users to offer an optimal service. With too many false positives, users will 
ignore the support, and will even be annoyed by "wrong" support decisions. We 
address these issues at the moment. 
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